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IBM DataPower Gateway v7.1
Appliance

Spring Boot Application Framework

Application Access/Control

Core features can be used by any Java app, but there are extensions for
building web apps on top of the Java EE platform. Popular in the Java
community as an open source alternative to, replacement for, or even
addition to the Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) model. It is not an app server,
rather it is an embedded servlet container that provides app
server functionality; Does not employ any form of code generation;
leverages conditional configuration features from the Spring app to
automatically configure beans.

IBM WebSphere App Server (WAS) v9.0.0.3
A software framework and middleware
hosting Java based web applications.
Flagship product within IBM's WebSphere
software suite.

Business Process Layer

Oracle Database
Relational Data Base Management
system (RDBMS) v11.2.0.4.0 R2 / OEL
v6.0
Commonly referred to as Oracle
RDBMS or simply as Oracle, it is an
object-relational database
management system. The name
Oracle comes from the code-name of
a CIA-funded project Ellison had
worked on while formerly employed
by Ampex.

SAS
Analytics Extract Transform Load (ETL)
Program
ETL is a type of data integration
referring to the three steps (extract,
transform, load) used to blend data
from multiple sources, and often used
to build a data warehouse. During
this process, data is taken (extracted)
from a source system, converted
(transformed) into a format that can
be analyzed, and stored (loaded) into a
data warehouse or other system.

Data Exchange Layer
IBM Operational Decision Manager (ODM)
Rules Engine / Authoring Server

150 Users Total
15 Users Concurrent

ODM is IBM's Business Rule Management System (BRMS),
which incorporates IBM's implementation of Business
Event Processing capabilities (also called Complex Event
Processing, or CEP.) It can be installed independently
and as an app running on WebSphere App Server.

Legacy system being
replaced by DMAS MES.

Internal Customers

IBM Integration Bus (IIB) v10.0.0.3
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB)
Formerly known as WebSphere Message Broker, IIB is an ESB
supplying a communication channel between apps & services in a
service-oriented architecture (SOA). Provides capabilities to
build solutions needed to support diverse integration reqs
through a set of connectors to a range of data sources, including
packaged apps, files, mobile devices, messaging systems, and
databases. IIB enables existing apps for Web Services without
costly legacy app rewrites.

IBM Transformation Extender
X12 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) Compliance Checker

IBM MQ v8.0
Messaging Middleware

Enables integration of industry-based customer, supplier,
and business partner transactions across the enterprise.
Helps automate complex transformation and validation of
data between a range of different formats and standards.
Provides complex data processing capabilities for missioncritical applications.

Family of network software products originally called MQSeries,
then renamed WebSphere MQ in 2002 then renamed IBM MQ in
2014. Often referred to as "MQ", it is IBM's Messaging solution
for Enterprise, and IBM's Message Oriented Middleware offering.
Allows independent and potentially non-concurrent apps on a
distributed system to securely communicate with each other.

GoAnywhere Managed
File Transfer (MFT)
Encrypted PHI Data at rest and in
transit. Enterprise-level
solution which can secure,
automate and manage all file
transfer needs through a single
interface. With security
controls and detailed audit trails,
it will help comply with data
privacy regulations and PCI DSS.
Automates Server-to-Server file
transfers and simplifies Personto-Person file sharing and
collaboration.

Angular Web Application
Platform
TypeScript-based open-source
front-end web app platform led by
the Angular Team at Google and by
a community of individuals and
corporations to address all of the
parts of the developer's workflow
while building complex web
applications. Angular is a
complete rewrite from the same
team that built AngularJS.
Because of the support of Google
and ideas from a wide community
forum, the framework is always
kept up to date. And it always
incorporates the latest
development trends in the market.

SAS Visual Analytics
Business Visualization
A Business Intelligence platform
whose core functionalities include
dashboards, scorecards, ETL
capabilities, online analytical
processing, query and report writing,
data mining and predictive analytics,
and data warehousing. SAS Visual
Analytics is browser agnostic and can
be accessed via mobile devices or
desktops.

Front-End Web Framework
Bootstrap’s source code utilizes CSS
preprocessors, Less and Sass. One
framework, every device. Scales
your websites and applications with
a single code base, from phones to
tablets to desktops with CSS media
queries.

Operating System in the Clustered-Servers Execution Layer

External Customers

IBM AIX v7.1 – Advanced Interactive eXecutive (AIX) is a series of proprietary Unix operating systems developed and sold by IBM for several of its computer platforms. It is one of five commercial operating systems
that have versions certified to The Open Group's UNIX 03 standard (the others being macOS, Solaris, Inspur K-UX and HP-UX).
AIX was the first operating system to have a journaling file system, and IBM has continuously
enhanced the software with features like processor, disk, and network virtualization, dynamic hardware resource allocation (including fractional processor units), and reliability engineering ported from its mainframe designs.
AIX is based on UNIX System V with 4.3 BSD-compatible extensions.
It is one of five commercial operating systems that have versions certified to The Open Group's UNIX 03 standard (the others being macOS, Solaris,
Inspur K-UX and HP-UX).(Wikipedia).

Healthcare ASC X12 and NCPDP standards are followed for data exchange.

PURPOSE: This Fit-for-Purpose view is to identify the pieces and parts of the EPS solution from an EA review of the provided documentation. The Commonwealth of Virginia, Department of Medical Assistance Services (DMAS) is replacing its
existing legacy VAMMIS with a more modular and technologically-advanced Medicaid Enterprise System (MES) that adheres to CMS’ Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA) 3.0 Framework. Encounter Processing Solution is one of
the modules of the Medicaid Enterprise System (MES). EPS validates the Medicaid Encounter(Claims) submitted by the Managed Care Organizations(MCOs) and Administrative Service Organizations (ASO). EPS helps the agency to validate the
Encounter data, which in turn helps in budget projection, Mandatory Statistical reports, Data Analysis, Reporting, assessing services provided by the MCOs and ASOs, Drug Rebates, etc.
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